7 Powerful Quotes About Partnership
FROM ROCKWOOD ALUMS
“Who cares about the brand? Who cares whose logo is on top?”

MEHRDAD AZEMUN
NATIONAL PEOPLE’S ACTION
“One of the initiatives coming out of this cross-movement approach is looking to take back our democracy, looking to make sure everyone has access to voting in our country.”

MARY NICOL
GREENPEACE
“In the end, people relate to each other.”

XIOMARA CORPENO
COALITION FOR HUMANE IMMIGRANT RIGHTS OF LOS ANGELES (CHIRLA)
“The answers won’t just come from people who have been here so far. Not just scientists, but also folks who are not traditionally aligned with organizations or working in a traditional nonprofit structure.”

DARLENE NIPPER
ROCKWOOD LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
“My advice is, as you’re in your own community, and you’re running into people that you just think are interesting, it may not be clear how this relationship will ever actually pan out or how you’d work together, but go have coffee.”

Sayre E. Reece
National LGBTQ Task Force
“Part of it is letting go of the notion that there aren’t going to be tensions, that doing the good work is always going to feel good.”

KIERRA JOHNSON
UNITE FOR REPRODUCTIVE AND GENDER EQUALITY
“If I have taken the time to give you feedback and it’s taken, great; if it’s not, my conscience is clear.”

STACEY LONG SIMMONS
NATIONAL LGBTQ TASK FORCE
Since 2000, over 5,000 nonprofit, philanthropic and social change leaders from across the globe have gone through Rockwood’s transformational leadership development trainings.

We believe that transforming ourselves, our organizations and our movements will change the way change is done, and transform our world.

We offer a range of programs to help individuals and organizations transform their leadership using a rigorously tested and highly effective approach.

Learn more on our website at rockwoodleadership.org.
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